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since we now know that only a petty fraction of English citizens
acknowledges its authority and conforms with its rules/
There is not, in my opinion, the remotest chance that the peoples
of the British Empire will accept as satisfactory the kind of religion
that these Articles represent, and it is not an exaggeration to say
that, in spite of the wealth and the unsparing devotion that have
been given by noble men and women to missionary enterprises,
the Muhammadan is no nearer to Christianity to-day than when the
first missionary began his work. This to me at least is not to be
wondered at, for there is no adequate reason why any man, who
was born to and nurtured in a dignified religion of his own land,
should desert it for the anachronisms of Canterbury or Rome.
Yet in the name of our Thirty-nine Articles we still send mis-
sionaries to the * heathen,' in the hope that the convinced and
aggressive Muhammadan, the erudite Jew, the intelligent Buddhist,
the meditative Hindu, will forsake their own faiths for one such as
I have described, whereas all that we have the right to ask them to
accept and serve is a religion the main principle of which is common
to all men, the religion of the good life.
I must not close this chapter on a note of perhaps ungenerous
criticism, of either the churches or their officials, although I still
believe that if a doctor of men's bodies were to deal with his patients
as the average parson deals with his congregation he would lose
them. But I cannot leave the matter there. The average Christian
preacher of the past fifty years has had to do his work under very
difficult conditions. The old preaching Bibliolaters, who easily
believed whatever was old, and hated, on principle, every new idea,
could do their work without knowledge either of Biblical research
or of their own limitations. But the modern pulpit teacher cannot
do this. He knows that the doctrines taught with such assurance
by his predecessors are 'one with Nineveh and Tyre/ and the
many duties of his calling seriously encroach upon the leisure for
reading and meditation, without which satisfactory preaching
cannot be done.
In addition to the preparation and delivery of two or more
sermons every week, the average parson may have to meet the
heavy secular demands of a large parish, the activities of his church
or chapel, and the needs of his Sunday school. He must also be
at the disposal of a constant stream of callers, and he must show
some interest in the civic affairs of the neighbourhood. St. Paul
himself could not have performed all these duties with efficiency,

